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SHORT SYNOPSIS 

The Orator (O Le Tulafale) is a contemporary drama about courage, forgiveness and love.  

Small in stature and humble, Saili lives a simple life with his beloved wife and daughter in an 

isolated, traditional village in the islands of Samoa.  Forced to protect his land and family, 

Saili must face his fears and seek the right to speak up for those he loves.   

 

LONG SYNOPSIS 

17 years after Vaaiga was banished from her ancestral village, three large and intimidating 

men, including her older brother Poto, arrive at Saili‟s house and forever change their quiet 

lives. Saili hides in his taro patch while Vaaiga, his wife, is left to confront these unexpected 

visitors. Poto, who is sick, demands Vaaiga, return with him and restore him and their family 

to health. Vaaiga refuses, determined to stay with her 17 year old daughter, Litia, and her 

beloved husband Saili. Saili fears he has neither the strength nor the status to defend himself 

and his family, for he is a little person. Without his deceased father‟s chiefly status, he is 

simply a taro farmer. Already his neighbours are encroaching on his land, disrespecting the 

graves of his parents and now his wife is being threatened, because Poto will return. 

Tagaloa, the paramount village chief, who protects Saili within the village, is aging fast.   

 

Encouraged by Vaaiga to make a stand, Saili summons his courage and decides to seek his 

father‟s chiefly title but Tagaloa refuses, ridiculing his request. He does not believe Saili has 

either the required physique or the skill in oratory expected of the role.  When the threats to 

his family escalate, Saili takes on the attackers, but his bravery results in a vicious beating 

and public humiliation. Without hope of defending his family and land Saili is tempted to give 

up. Suddenly, Vaaiga dies and Poto, her brother, returns and steals her body.  

Saili, tormented by his failure to protect their love, faces his fears and seeks once more a 

chiefly title, determined to use it to reclaim Vaaiga.   At Poto‟s village, Vaaiga‟s funeral is 

underway. While Saili summons the courage he will need to stand up and face this crowd, a 

delegation arrives from the village council led by a senior chief, Fousaga.  Poto‟s artful 

oratory successfully defends the family‟s right to bury their banished sister with them. And 

then, amid laughter and mockery, Saili stands and faces Poto. His words speak of a love 

which defeats all possible gifts or argument. He wins Vaaiga back, death will not part them 

and the family will remain together.   

 

 



 

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION 

 

The Orator (O le Tulafale) was filmed entirely on the island of Upolu, Samoa. The various 

locations were found in the villages of Manunu, Vailele, Satapuala, Faleapuna, Vaitele. 

 

Tusi Tamasese Talks About The Film 

The Orator (O le Tulafale) is the story of a man, Saili, who wants only to defend the honour 

of his beloved wife and be at peace with her.   

 

Saili is physically disadvantaged, with no great aspirations or expectations for himself and yet 

he is confronted with overwhelming adversaries and miraculously, through willpower, spirit 

and love for his beloved Vaaiga, he becomes an unlikely hero at the end. It is a story about 

confronting self-doubt, distrust and prejudice – an underdog story set in an exotic place. 

 

The story takes place in a small village in Samoa. The landscape, people, culture, images, 

colour, sound and feel of Samoa offer this story a new and unique perspective of life. In this 

film Samoa is a character.  

 

This film is a folktale and a lullaby. Beneath the exotic setting are universal themes of the 

strength of the human spirit and love.  

 

The film is visually rich and entertaining. My objective is to take the audience into a world 

filled with rich and witty dialogue, fresh and unpredictable characters. A world that 

showcases simplicity and hardship of life, and the strength of the human spirit  A world 

where the bond between the living and the departed remains unbroken by death. A world 

that is funny with its dark humour, brutal and violent in its human tragedy. A world that is 

distant and far but yet the struggles and victories of the human spirit are so close and so 

familiar.  

 

From the moment the film starts we set upon a journey alongside Saili and Vaaiga to 

discover their love for each other and the life threatening situation life has place them in. I 

want to bring the audience as close as possible to Saili and to see things from his 

perspective. I want the audience to know and understand Saili‟s place in the world. Saili is a 

night watchman at the local shop, which involves the simple act of watching things. This is 

the nature of his character; he is not a reactor or fighter.  He has no power but is placed in 

situations to protect and defend.  

 



The Shooting Style 

What is the world like when you‟re a little person? How do you see the world from down 

there? Is it dusty and hot being close to the ground and what does it sound like? In Samoa 

trying to be low to the ground when crossing in front of people sitting is a sign of respect 

and being humble. In a way Saili possesses this humility and quietness. This lead me to take 

on a style where the world Saili occupies is separated from the rest of the normal villagers 

into “strata”.  

 

Characters are enveloped or immersed in the world they inhabit. These include shots of 

characters under taro fronds or in the middle of a yam field, or in the middle of a freshwater 

pool. Mother Nature plays the role of life giving, neutraliser, destroyer, and of death in the 

film as we see in the first few minutes of the film.  

 

I admire the shooting styles of Tarkovsky and Kurosawa. I love the humour of the Coen 

brothers. I am a fan of Tarantino‟s and Kitano‟s violence. I am a fan of foreign and 

mainstream films. I was interested in these filmmakers and how they capture and portray the 

worlds of their films. I have always been a fan of wide and long takes/shots. I love seeing 

suspense and drama unfold infront of spectators. It is a style that I have tried to incoporate 

in the film.  

 

I wanted to establish spaces and see the love that exists in that space. The Orator shows 

love and affection through peaceful silence, quietness and space. This is the challenge, 

where there is no intimate touching or affectionate dialogue to show that true love is shared 

by these unlikely lovers. I have incorporated Samoan customs in the shooting style of this 

film, especially around people having conversation – in this film characters don‟t have face to 

face conversations.    

 

I think the challenge as a director, is to make this film a Samoan film – from a Samoan 

storyteller. To establish a style of filmmaking that is derived from culture and customs of 

Samoa and that eqaully tells a Pacific Island story that the whole  cinema world can 

understand and appreciate . Hopefully The Orator will pave the way for that. 

 

I believe that in all of us there is a 'dwarf' a metaphor for things that hold us back.  This 

could be our culture, our jobs, lack of confidence or the lack of courage etc.   These things 

can hold us back and limit our expectation and ambitions in life, which I think is something 

that many of us PIs (Pacific Islanders) can identify with.  

 

 

 



The design and use of colour 

I wanted to play with symbolic and metaphoric ideas using the Samoan landscape and 

settings. The design of the living rooms, the size and shapes of the windows and doors, the 

circle of pillars that hold the powerful chief Tagaloa prisoner or the taro fronds and looming 

coconut plantations are images that will have symbolic and metaphoric meanings.  

 

The house of Saili and Vaaiga has metaphor and symbolic meanings. A Samoan home is 

designed to be open due to cyclones and hurricanes. Soft breeze and strong winds will flitter 

through and do little damage to the house. The open windows and doors of Saili‟s house also 

invite village gossip and life as well. We hear villagers chatting as they walk along the road in 

front of the house.  

 

Samoa is a very colourful country. The greenness of the forest and villages is enhanced after 

rainfall. In the dry season the dry dust is evident.  The villages are spectacular with homes, 

graves, rock fences and even trees coloured in blue, orange, yellow, green, the colours of 

nature in Samoa. 

 
I also played with symbolisms in colour. The most obvious element to me is the colour green. 

Green is a dominant colour in Samoa, sometimes the sea turns green, the landscape is green 

- to me it represents growth and resilience. Pink is a subtle colour in the film which, it is most 

significant to the journeys of those characters who wear this colour in the film.  

 

Costume was another important element.  For the character of Vaaiga who is dying, the 

colours in her clothes begin to fade as her health fades.  

 

In Samoa, people wear colourful lava-lava and T shirts. I wanted all colours to be neutral. I 

did not want to allocate blacks to villains and whites to the goodies in the film. Evil is not 

colour blind. On the other hand, I pick the most innocent of colors, pink, as the color that 

represents death in the film. Not only does the dying Vaaiga wear this color but also the old 

chief Tagaloa, to symbolise his nearing the end of his life or journey. On the other hand, the 

color white is used dominantly for the graves. A white colored grave illuminates in the 

darkest of night. 

 

One of the underlying stories in the film is that women don‟t become orators. In the scene 

where Vaaiga is preparing to see her brother Poto for the first time, she puts on a shirt – a 

symbolic gesture. When we see the three chiefs confronting her inside the house, they are all 

in shirts. Women are as good as male orators but, as Tagaloa says, are ashamed to show 

their breasts in public.  

 
 



The Use of Light 

As much as possible I used natural and naturalistic lighting.  I think the most important and 

trickiest location in this film is inside the living room.  There are a lot of things happening 

here. I want to emphasise the gradual development from daytime to night time through the 

movement of sunlight. I want to see the shadows on the faces of the characters and the 

shadows on the floor and mat wall. Most important is the relationship between Vaaiga and 

the living room. I wanted the living room to be connected to Vaaiga and reflect her strength, 

her struggles and weakness. When Vaaiga is feeling her worst I wanted the room to enhance 

this feeling. I wanted to cast shadows at the edges or the corners of the living room as if 

reaching for her. I wanted to see pools of light from the windows and door cast on the cool 

ugly concrete floor. I wanted to feature this struggle between light and darkness – reflection 

of the struggle between death and life in Vaaiga. 

 

The Sound Design 

The sound of this film is “Samoa”. The sound of villages in the night is different from the 

sounds of day, the tapping of falling leaves or rain droplets on the tin roof. The sound of 

silence between lovers is different. The voices of the people chanting and chatting in our 

language as well as hymns in the evening are uniquely Samoan. I want to immerse the 

audience into the world of our story.   

 

The use of the Island weather pattern is also a feature in this film. For instances, rain can be 

cleansing but also hard and threatening. Rain is a ghostly character that brings life but also 

can take it away. It is a link between heaven and earth. Its natural rhythm and power is used 

to emphasis the emotional change in eg the violence of the rain when Poto takes Vaaiga‟s 

body. 

 

Silence is power. These characters don‟t say much, their words are either heard in the body 

language or spoken through the subtlety in their facial expressions or through delicate skill of 

the composer.   

 

The two main characters, Saili and Vaaiga are given distinct and separate sounds or tunes or 

instruments (wind instruments – eg nose flute and conch). These instruments or tunes 

accompany each character but never come together. It is only at the end when the hero has 

won that these instruments merge to create a beautiful tune or melody – but very subtle. 

 

Night is the time of spirits and demons. I wanted to create this supernatural world but use 

natural sounds. Giant flying fruit bats fighting over ripe fruit adds a nice threatening and 

mysterious sound through the night as Saili sits alone at the shop. The crickets that sound 

the arrival of evening and dusk.  



 

The Language of the Film 

 To me, language is most satisfying when it‟s spoken in the native tongue of those being 

portrayed in the film. Language is made up of metaphors, rhythm, pace and poetry. 

Language comes from the land and culture. Being a Samoan from Samoa, I cannot find the 

meaning or the essences of my culture, land and people if the characters in my films speak a 

language not their own.  

 

Language brings meaning to the characters and in turn the characters to the story. The 

language is an ingredient that is essential to the mixture in order to make the film true and 

believable.  The tones, the sound and mannerisms of speaking one‟s language are unique. 

One of the reason I love Japanese films is because of the way they speak and the sound of 

the language – I can understand meaning but not the words.  

 

There are two forms of Samoan language in the film, the everyday language spoken casually 

and the Chiefly oratory spoken in special occasions. The latter is filled with formal words 

metaphor, poetry and stories.  

 

 

The Music  

Much of the music in this film can be derived from everyday sounds such as the drumming of 

the can or mat while a group of young men cut the grass of a large yard. The rhythm and 

beat of the drumming is haunting and can accompany any emotional or tense scene in the 

film.  Family hymns sound at dawn and at dusk through every village.  

 

I also wanted to use a variety of Samoan music and instruments to distinguish different 

elements in the film. New urban Samoan (rap) music plays on the bus. Every time the bus 

goes through the village we hear these thumping beats. The bus represents urban life. The 

fast thumping beats of urban life are totally different from the rhythm of village life. The 

village is represented by old Samoan music with just the mat, guitar and vocals.  

 

The soundtrack of the film incorporates Samoan instruments like the conch shell, which is 

used to sound the beginning and ending of the evening curfew. 

 



 

CASTING AND CHARACTER NOTES  

Shooting in Samoa with a predominantly local untrained cast, I was overwhelmed by how 

well the actors took directions and how they understood and related to their characters and 

their emotional state. They each brought a look, experience, mannerisms and behaviours to 

their roles that made the characters so natural and authentic and brings depth and truth to 

the story. 

 

I believe there‟s a freshness and powerful presence on screen when using untrained actors. 

The reactions and behaviour are very raw and unpredictable. They offer a sense of 

innocence but also of hidden strength in their eyes and their bodies. I love the way they 

look, the glare in their eyes, the scar on their face, the shape of their feet and the thickness 

of the skin on their hands are all elements that contribute to bringing the character to life. 

 

The experience in making my short film Va Tapuia gave me confidence that the main cast for 

The Orator - Saili, Vaaiga, Tagaloa and Litia could be all locally cast in Samoa. For me as a 

writer/director, they bring more to the story than what I have written. 

 

 

Saili 

“who am I?” 

“…his parents had died a few years past and he was living alone. But now there was a 17 

year old girl a bit older than him and her new born baby living in his house. He was kind 

enough to let them stay and provide for them until both were healthy enough to travel and 

continue on their journey to where ever they were destined before stepping off that bus. But 

the girl and her baby never left and Saili, a shy and humble young man could not find the 

courage to tell them to leave. He was becoming accustomed to them and they grew closer 

and became a family”. 

All he wants is his family, his beloved wife, step daughter and peace. He is not a typical chief 

because he cannot con or manipulate. He is not fantastic with words; he is a plain man but 

with a heart and truth which he speaks without any decoration and wrapping.  

Saili is 32 years old and a dwarf. His father was an orator who did not hold a significant 

chiefly title but a minor one that offered him land. The father had no expectation of his son 

becoming a chief. So both parents were buried in the plantation to deter invaders and 

protect the land.  



 

Saili is quiet and keeps to himself. He has accepted his place in the village. No one, not even 

himself, has any expectation of him. He has never thought of himself as a chief. Being 

surrounded by tall lean and large men, a dwarf cannot be seen or heard, he cannot have 

mana, authority or the respect of the people. So far there is no record of a dwarf becoming a 

Orator chief.  

I always believe in the saying that a noisy man can never hear his own echo. Saili is a quiet 

man and a watcher. He is not a protector or reactor when he is placed in situations that 

require him to do so - a night watchman at the local shop and a father to his family. His 

greatest attribute is his love for Vaaiga, and his biggest weakness is overcoming his fear of 

himself and finding the courage to show that love. Saili‟s ability to speak his heart and speak 

the truth is a sign of great honorable and loving husband and father  

Saili, like Vaaiga, has several flaws which he needs to overcome before becoming a chief.   

When he ignores his opponents during the forgiveness ceremony, Saili fails to become the 

better person and in his search for vengeance he deserts Vaaiga at her most vulnerable 

moment.  Unfortunately it takes Vaaiga‟s death for Saili to become worthy and better than 

the others. 

What I love about Saili is that given his physical disadvantages he tries hard to be 

courageous and defend Litia‟s honour.  Saili is the ultimate underdog. 

 

Vaaiga  

“stones decay, words don’t” 

“…A seventeen year old girl steps off a bus. The bumpy road offers no help to her increasing 

labour pains. She stumbles onto a yard seeking help. A dwarf came to her aid and took her 

into his house. A village midwife was brought to bring the baby girl into the world. The 17 

year old mother never saw the kindness of a dwarf, but of a young man, from then on.” 

Vaaiga is a beautiful 35 year Samoan woman, tall and slim with long black hair that falls 

down her back.  

She was born in Mulifanua, Upolu, the daughter of Seuseu and Neta Maliumanu, the newly 

appointed pastor of Mulifanua Congregational Christian Church.  Neta is a native of 

Mulifanua. Vaaiga is the youngest and only girl of four siblings. She had rheumatic fever 

when she was five. Doctors predicted that she would not reach the age of seven. The fever 

had left a hole in her heart.  



I think the most beautiful thing about Vaaiga apart from her looks is her ability to forgive, 

especially because it comes from a weak heart. But also because she has lived a very difficult 

life where she has never been forgiven for what she did 17 years ago. At 17 Vaaiga got 

pregnant and was banished by her strict family and birth village. The father of the baby was 

never banished.  

She has many faults. She scorns, she mocks, she is ashamed of Saili seeing her family, she 

encourages Saili to fight (she gathers rocks for him), and she‟s the only character who bad 

mouths Tagaloa. Her strong presence is due to the fact that she challenges things like church 

donations and chiefly men like Tagaloa. I think her voice represents the new age Samoans 

who are slowly challenging the old ways of their parents. These new age Samoans are 

frowned upon for their disrespect of traditions and Samoan ways and they become outcasts. 

Vaaiga‟s ultimate fear is being alone and neglected which is how we first see her in the 

beginning of the film. Her death is sudden and sad, part of it was her weak heart, and part 

of it was sadness in seeing Saili and Litia failing to forgive the men outside.  

Vaaiga is always shadowed by death. In the living room, the battle of sunlight and shadow is 

fought around Vaaiga who sits in the middle. Later on she retreats to the dark gloomy mat 

room and dies. Rectangle shapes are either in the foreground or background in her shots. 

And even in her dialogue, she speaks of death as if she knows it is coming for her. But she is 

not afraid of death. 

She is now buried in the front yard, just beyond the door steps of her home in Leone.  

 

Litia  

Litia does not want to end up like Vaaiga. Not necessarily end up with a dwarf but someone 

who is no one in the village. This is why she wants to be with Sio. Sio is everything Saili is 

not.   

She tries to be part of things, like the village and Sio. However, Litia has everything she 

wants right under her nose but only realises this at the end. There are two things Litia shares 

with her mother – beauty and remorse. Behind all the manipulation and the search for 

acceptance, Litia is a good girl, she loves Vaaiga very much and she will learn from her 

mistakes. 

 

 



Poto 

An honourable antagonist. The brother of Vaaiga who failed to defend her when she was 

banished 17 years ago, Poto is a magnificent conductor of words and can defeat any chief on 

the orator battle arena, as long as that chief is not a woman. His inability to defeat any of 

the women in the film is one of the many features of this large character.  Poto is 

superstitious and fears death.  He fears his parents have cursed him for neglecting Vaaiga 

too long. He sees the chaos in his family, the wound on his leg as a curse and sickness from 

the grave. This drives him to succeed in bringing Vaaiga back to appease the restless 

parents. The character of Poto is complete, he commits an evil action even though it has 

merit but he also finds resolution and peace. 

 

Tagaloa  

Tagaloa is at the twilight of his reign as the title holder of the Tagaloa family title. He is a 

prisoner inside his large and fading traditional house surrounded by wooden rotting pillars. 

He is troubled that his status and power has been dwindled down to solving a rodent 

problem his adversary is facing with his hidden food. Tagaloa represents the old culture and 

traditions, which have been filtered and moulded by Christianity through the years. He is 

what many new age Samoans see as a drain – cultural and family obligations burden many 

Samoan families financially.  

Tagaloa can only sit and watch as his old ways are fading before him, as when he gives Saili 

a title and he lets his womanly son do a maidens chore. Tagaloa even goes as far as to 

accept defeat by carrying the cup to a new generation of chiefs. 

 

Sio 

Sio is actually the real dwarf of the film. He is the opposite of Saili, where he believes he can 

be and have anything. He is the village jock, the star player who is banned from playing the 

most important game of his life.  



 

THE CREW 

TUSI TAMASESE:  Writer/Director 

Tusi is a prize winning graduate of the International Institute of Modern Letters at Victoria 

University of Wellington, the NZ Film School and the University of Waikato, holding an MA in 

Creative Writing (script writing) and a Bachelor of Social Science (Majors in Screen and Media 

Studies and Political Science). He attended the Talent Campus of the Berlin Film Festival in 

2010.  

 

Tusi‟s earlier work includes Va Tapuia – Sacred Spaces (2009)  a 15 minute short film which 

premiered at the 2010 NZ International Film Festival and been selected to screen at the 

Hawaii, ImagiNative; Show me Shorts, Clermont Ferrand, Oberhausen and All Roads Film 

Festivals.  This short film forged the team which later formed the backbone of the crew for 

The Orator – O Le Tulafale.   

 

CATHERINE FITZGERALD: Producer  

Since establishing Blueskin Films Ltd in 2002, Catherine has produced a slate of international 

award winning films working with new and recognised talent; and contributed creatively to 

the production of many more.  

 

Her background comprises her own creative work, academic achievements in English 

literature; expertise and experience in innovative policy development, strategic planning and 

management in film, broadcasting, new technologies and the tertiary education sectors.  

 

Catherine has worked with Tusi since early in the development of The Orator – O Le Tulafale, 

and also produced his short film Va Tapuia – Sacred Spaces. 

 

MICHAEL ELDRED:  Associate Producer  

Michael is an experienced film distribution executive who has overseen the release of many 

films over his 15 years in the business. He handled the NZ distribution of the films Out of the 

Blue and Boy.  The Orator – O Le Tulafale is Michael‟s first substantial involvement in film 

production. 

 

 



MAIAVA NATHANIEL LEES: Associate Producer  

Nathaniel has well over 20 years of international experience in film and television acting 

(Lord of the Rings, The Matrix series, Sione‟s Wedding, The Tattooist).  In addition he is an 

experienced director and actor for the stage and is currently developing and teaching the 

screen acting programme at Toi Whakaari: the New Zealand Drama School.  

 

LEON NARBEY: Cinematographer 

Leon is one of New Zealand‟s foremost cinematographer.  For over 30 years Leon has 

directed the photography of some of New Zealand‟s most acclaimed films, including Whale 

Rider (Niki Caro), Rain of the Children (Vincent Ward), No 2 (Toa Fraser), Perfect Creature 

(Glenn Standring), and Dean Spanley (Toa Fraser).    Also a feature film director, Leon 

directed the award-winning Illustrious Energy and several documentaries.   

 

SIMON SCANLAN PRICE: Editor  

Simon is a graduate of the VCA School of Film and the International Institute of Modern 

Letters. He holds an MA in Scriptwriting, a PostGrad Diploma in Documentary Production and 

a BA hons (first class) in Film History. He has worked on many short, documentary and 

feature films including King Kong, The Lovely Bones, Desert and the upcoming Peter Jackson 

produced feature The Dambusters.  As well as being an award-winning editor and video 

artist, Simon is also an accomplished musician and the author of NZ's First Talkies.  Simon is 

keenly interested in collaborative work with an emphasis on strong visual story telling. 

 

TIM PREBBLE:  Composer and Sound Designer  

Tim first started experimenting with sound as a six year old playing in the empty grain silos 

on his parents farm & has been fascinated by the music of sound ever since. His first two 

decades in the film industry were invested in creating sound design for some of New 

Zealand's most iconic films all the while continually developing his musical aesthetics & 

approach, until finally combining the dual roles of Composer and Sound Designer in his work 

for O Le Tulafale. 

 

A recipient of six Qantas Film and Television Awards for Best Film Soundtrack, Tim has 

worked on many feature films including The Frighteners (Peter Jackson), The World‟s Fastest 

Indian (Roger Donaldson), Black Sheep (Jonathan King), The Bridge to Terabithia (Gabor 

Csupo), 30 Days of Night (David Slade), Boy (Taika Waititi) and Love Birds (Paul Murphy). 



THE CAST 
 

 

FA’AFIAULA SAGOTE:  Saili 

From the villages of Salelologa, Sasina and Vailele, Fiaula is 31 years old and the youngest of 

seven brothers and one sister. Faafiaula works as a carpenter.  Saili is Fiaula‟s first acting 

role. 

 

TAUSILI PUSHPARAJ: Vaaiga 

Tausili is a graduate of Toi Whakaari: The New Zealand Drama School.  Her roles at drama 

school included Elizabeth from Arthur Miller‟s The Crucible directed by Christian Penny; she 

played Jimmy and Nellie in Bertolt Brecht and composer Kurt Weill‟s The Three Penny Opera 

directed by Murray Lynch, and the youngest sister Irina in Anton Chekov‟s The Three Sisters 

directed by Timothy Douglas.   

 

In 2002 Tausili appeared in the original production of VULA and the following year starred in 

the Auckland Theatre Company‟s production of The Song Maker‟s Chair for the Auckland 

Festival and later, The New Zealand International Arts Festival 2004.  Later that year 

together with VULA, Tausili attended the 9th Festival of the Pacific Arts in Palau as a member 

of the New Zealand delegation.   

 

It was here Peter Onedara, a member of the Guam delegation, saw VULA for the very first 

time, and was captivated and riveted by the production.  In 2005 Tausili then travelled with 

VULA to Guam performing the play at the University of Guam, holding workshops and giving 

interviews there.  In 2006 Tausili travelled with VULA to Australia and performed at the 

Sydney Opera House, where many Pasifika and Indigenous people had the privilege to watch 

a Pasifika piece of theatre at the Sydney Opera House for the very first time. The Orator  is 

Tausili‟s first feature film. 

 
 

SALAMASINA SILIVELIA MATAIA: Litia 

From the villages of Vaimoso, Taufusi and Falealupo, Salamasina is the only daughter of 

Faleafa Henry and Taofinuu Patosina Mataia.   Salamasina was born at National Women‟s 

Hospital in Auckland but raised in Samoa. Just 19, she graduated from Robert Louis 

Stevenson School in 2009 she achieved a Foundation Certificate in Commerce at the National 

University of Samoa in 2010. Currently she is completing a Diploma in Business at the 

Manukau Institute of Technology in Auckland. 

 

 

 

 



IOATA TANIELU: Poto 

Ioata comes from the villages of Vaiala (Vaimauga, Upolu) and Auala (Vaisigano, Savaii) in 

Samoa.  He is one of five sons and two daughters born to Lealiifano Dr Iopu Tanielu and 

Fauolegogo Selefuti Patu-Tanielu.  His early life and schooling occurred in California. In 2000, 

he returned to Samoa, and worked in the fields of international freighting, port-agency and 

shipping; currently, he works in wholesale-retail legal recovery works, and is a student of 

Law with the University of the South Pacific (USP).  

 

Ioata is the grandson of legendary Samoan traditional and folk music composer, Maiava 

Selefuti Luteru Patu, who has written and composed traditional Samoan classics and folklores 

such as Nonu-a-togi-e; La‟u Lupe ua Lele, Migoi Migoi Migoi, Vaea ma Apa‟ula.  Ioata has 

sung in choirs and choruses at schools and churches in the USA, Fiji, and Samoa.  In 2008, 

he was a member of the University of the South Pacific‟s Choir under the directorship of 

music conductor and composer, Igilese Ete.   Ioata lives in Samoa with his wife Mele Kepu 

Tanielu and their two young sons.  Poto is Ioata‟s feature film debut. 



 

 

SAMOAN TRADITIONS AND CUSTOM   

 

Principles of the Samoan Culture 

Fa‟a Samoa, the Samoan culture is based on the principles of love (alofa), mutual respect 

(faaaloalo); reciprocity (feosia‟i), sharing (fetufaa‟i), and mutual support (felagolagoma‟i). 

 

Family and village structure 

Matai are titleholders.  They are divided into 2 categories, chiefs i.e. alii;  orators (tulafale).  

Women are divided into two categories, faletua and tausi, faletua i.e. wives of chiefs, tausi 

i.e. wives of orators. Untitled men (taulele‟a )as a group are called „aumaga, (singular: 

taule‟ale‟a);  untitled women which includes women not married i.e. women not married to 

matai or hold matai titles, are honorifically addressed as  le nuu o tama‟ita‟i (literally the 

village of the ladies) and are known collectively as aualuma.  Each grouping i.e. Alii & Faipule 

which are the matai;  faletua ma tausi which are the wives of the matai;  the „aumaga i.e. 

the collective of untitled men, the aualuma i.e the collective of untitled women; has a specific 

role to play in the village governance. 

 

Oratory 

An orator is a talking chief.  There is a culture of oratory which is highly developed, with its 

own style and language, mainly because communication before the arrival of missionaries 

was exclusively oral.   

 

Ifoga 

A ritual where the offending party pleads for pardon from the offended party.   

Three elements sustain ifoga:  a sense of remorse and shame by the perpetrator, 

accountability by the family and village, and forgiveness by the victim‟s family.  Traditionally 

the culprit(s) kneel covered in fine mats.  Ritual acceptance by the offended party occurs 

when they approach the ifoga party and pull away the mats.  

 

Banishment (faate’a) 

There are two forms of banishment:  banishment from participating in village life and 

banishment from the village proper i.e. where the offender/s would leave either on their own 

or with their families to reside outside village boundaries. 



 

 

Traditions and custom around death, funerals and burial 

 “Every Samoan who lives his culture speaks to the dead. The dialogue between the living 

and the dead is the essence of a Samoan spiritual being. It is this dialogue that provides the 

substance and direction to his life. In order to understand this dialogue, you need to analyse 

the mythological, the spiritual, cultural and historical reference points of Samoans. 

If you want sight and insight into my psyche, you will have to speak to the gods who inhabit 

it. You have to eavesdrop on the dialogue between my ancestors and my soul…” 1  

The events and cultural traditions depicted in The Orator are authentic portrayals of life in 

contemporary Samoa. 

 

Samoa and New Zealand  

Samoa has strong links with New Zealand, where many Samoans now live and many more 

are educated. Currently over 130,000 New Zealanders are Samoan, with close links to the 

180,000 strong population of the Samoa sovereign state.  Māori and Samoan people have 

links forged by their mutual ancestry and history over many thousands of years.  

Outside the constitutional relationships with Niue, Tokelau and Cook Islands, Samoa is New 

Zealand‟s closest Pacific bilateral partner.  This reflects the shared history of the two 

countries, including New Zealand‟s former role as administrator under League of Nations and 

United Nations mandates.  

The close ties are consolidated by the Treaty of Friendship, concluded between the two 

countries at the time of Samoa‟s independence in 1962.  The Treaty is the basis of a 

partnership unique in the history of relationships between newly independent countries and 

their former administering powers.  Samoa is, furthermore, the only country with which New 

Zealand has a Treaty of Friendship. 2 

Besides its great symbolic importance as recognition of the special ties between the two 

countries, the Treaty is also unique in that it supports Samoa's ability to request assistance 

from New Zealand; under the Treaty, New Zealand pledged itself to consider sympathetically 

requests from Samoa for technical, administrative and "other forms of assistance".  

 
                                                 
1
 p. 80 Su’esu’e Manogi: In Search of Fragrance  Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese Ta’isi and the Samoan Indigenous 

Reference The Centre for Samoan Studies, National University of Samoa 2008) 
2 For the text of the treaty refer http://www.paclii.org/pits/en/treaty_database/1962/1.html  

 

http://www.paclii.org/pits/en/treaty_database/1962/1.html


 

In recent years, the two Governments have sought to give more practical expression to the 

Treaty through a range of cooperative initiatives to complement existing channels of dialogue 

and assistance.  In particular, regular Joint Ministerial Consultations (JMCs) between Samoa 

and New Zealand were initiated in March 2005, marking a new and significant chapter in the 

relationship.  The JMCs focus inter alia on various Treaty of Friendship strengthening 

initiatives.  Officials from New Zealand and Samoa aim to improve their cooperation in 

various fields, going beyond existing links between New Zealand and Samoan government 

agencies, which are already very strong in many areas.  These initiatives are additional to the 

core cooperation pursued by NZAID and Samoan agencies under the Official Development 

Assistance (ODA) programme.  NZ is providing bilateral development assistance to Samoa, 

which for FY2008/09 is forecast to be NZ$10.8 million. 

The Joint Samoa Programme Strategy (JSPS 2006-2010) aligns its objectives with the 

development priorities of the Government of Samoa, specifically the Strategy for the 

Development of Samoa (SDS 2008-2012).  As stated in the SDS, achieving the national vision 

of "Improved Quality of Life for All" will result in the attainment of Samoa's Millennium 

Development Goals and targets.  New Zealand is committed to assisting Samoa in the 

attainment of its national development vision.  Areas of support to Samoa include Health, 

Education and Sustainable Economic Development, including the private sector.  The SDS 

2008-12 includes a summary of Samoa's progress towards its MDGs and targets. 

 

Glossary and Pronunciation 
 

Note the o in Samoan is a short vowel.  

 Pronunciation Meaning  

To'oto'o the sound of the individual o's is 
as in the "a" in talk 

A staff used by chiefly orators when making 
speeches in the open.   

Fue Foo-eh.   Fly whisk used by orators 

Ifoga Ee-foh-nga.   A ceremony for a wrong committed where 
one party seeks the forgiveness of another 
by prostrating himself or themselves in 
front of the other party covered in fine 
mats.  Normally the offending party will 
remain prostrated until the other party 
removes the mat - which is a sign of 
forgiveness. 

Vaaiga Vah-ai-nga.  Literally means what was seen. 

Saili Sah-ee-lee Literally means to search or find 



Litia Lee-tee-ah  

Tagaloa Ta-nga-loh-ah  Samoan God who created world. 

Poto Po-toh  

Sio See-oh  

 


